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ePrescribing in Best Practice 

Modifying eScripts 
Cancelling eScripts

Electronic prescriptions can be cancelled or resent if required.  Both of these actions can be done from the Past 
Prescriptions Tab in a patient record.  To cancel an eScript: 

1. Navigate to the past prescriptions tab of the patient's record and find the prescription in question 

2. Right click on the script and select the option to cancel eScript 

 

3. The eScript will be removed from the prescription exchange service, meaning it cannot be 
dispensed 

 

 

  

Note: The cancellation must be performed by the original prescriber 

Note: The patient will not receive a notification that the tokens been cancelled but see a message 
informing them of the script has been cancelled when clicking on the link 
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Resending an eScript 

eScripts can be resent to a patient, for example if required due to the original token being deleted.  To resend 
an eScript: 
 

1. Navigate to the past prescriptions tab in the patient record 

2. Right click the script and select Resend token

 

3. If required you can change the delivery method of the token by entering an alternative mobile 
phone number or email, or you can print a paper copy of the token

 

4. Click send to reissue the eScript via the chosen delivery mechanism 

 

 

Note: Resending an eScript will automatically cancel the original issue, meaning that the 
prescription cannot be dispensed twice 


